CNA Lawyers Professional Liability
Coverage Comparison

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

You work hard to protect your firm, your reputation and your bottom line from a multitude of risks. But as you strive to provide
outstanding service to your clients, you face challenges that may result from allegations of errors or omissions in the performance
of your professional responsibilities. The CNA Lawyers Professional Liability (LPL) Policy is designed to cover various types of
potential exposures that are routinely excluded from most general liability policies.
Take a few moments to evaluate our coverages, compare them with the current insurer, and see why law firms turn to CNA
for their professional liability insurance needs.

Lawyers’ Professional Liability Coverage Highlights

CNA

Your Carrier?

60 years of experience insuring attorneys
A.M. Best A (Excellent) Rating
Large network of LPL defense firms comprised of state, regional and national law firms
Broad definition of “Legal Services”
Broad definition of “Insured”
Supplemental payments up to $500/day for loss of earnings
Insured vs. Insured coverage for legal services rendered as a client
Supplementary payments up to $100,000 in determination of no liability in Disciplinary Proceedings
Risk control educational materials available
Reduced deductible up to $12,500 for early resolution of a claim via mediation
Coverage for crisis event expenses up to $20,000
Privacy claims included in definition of claim
Client Network Damage Claims in the rendering of legal services included in definition of claim
Assistance in responding to a subpoena arising out of legal services rendered by the insured
Broad Settlement Clause with no “hammer clause”
Regulatory Inquiry Expenses benefit up to $20,000
Engagement letter credit toward deductible up to $25,000

For more information, visit www.cna.com.
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